Sequential stream segregation with bilateral cochlear implants.
Sequential stream segregation on the basis of binaural 'ear-of-entry', modulation rate and electrode place-of-stimulation cues was investigated in bilateral cochlear implant (CI) listeners using a rhythm anisochrony detection task. Sequences of alternating 'A' and 'B' bursts were presented via direct electrical stimulation and comprised either an isochronous timing structure or an anisochronous structure that was generated by delaying just the 'B' bursts. 'B' delay thresholds that enabled rhythm anisochrony detection were determined. Higher thresholds were assumed to indicate a greater likelihood of stream segregation, resulting specifically from stream integration breakdown. Results averaged across subjects showed that thresholds were significantly higher when monaural 'A' and 'B' bursts were presented contralaterally rather than ipsilaterally, and that diotic presentation of 'A', with a monaural 'B', yielded intermediate thresholds. When presented monaurally and ipsilaterally, higher thresholds were also found when successive bursts had mismatched rather than matched modulation rates. In agreement with previous studies, average delay thresholds also increased as electrode separation between bursts increased when presented ipsilaterally. No interactions were found between ear-of-entry, modulation rate and place-of-stimulation. However, combining moderate electrode difference cues with either diotic-'A' ear-of-entry cues or modulation-rate mismatch cues did yield greater threshold increases than observed with any of those cues alone. The results from the present study indicate that sequential stream segregation can be elicited in bilateral CI users by differences in the signal across ears (binaural cues), in modulation rate (monaural cues) and in place-of-stimulation (monaural cues), and that those differences can be combined to further increase segregation.